Abstract. In this contribution we investigate several extensions of the powerset that comprise arbitrarily nested subsets, and call them superpower set. This allows the definition of graphs with possibly infinitely nested nodes. additionally we define edges that are incident to edges. Since we use coalgebraic constructions we refer to these graphs as corecursive graphs. The superpower set functors are examined and then used for the definition of M-adhesive categories which are the basic categories for M-adhesive transformation systems. So, we additionally show that coalgebras Sets F are M-adhesive categories provided the functor F : Sets → Sets preserves pullbacks along monomorphisms.
Motivation
Mthe main motivation of this paper is the question how to define recursion on a graph's structure so that we still obtain an M-adhesive transformation systems. Since the recursion construct we use in this contribution is a coalgebraic construction we consequently use the term corecursive. We start with a examples of such graphs to illustrate what we aim at.
Example 1 (Corecursive graphs). The corecursive graph G 1 = (cN 1 , cE 1 , con 1 , ngb 1 ) is given in Fig. 1 (a) and consists of a set of nodes cN , a set of edges cE, a contains function con and a neighbour function ngb. con yields the set of nodes for each node those i Let cN 1 = {n 1 , n 2 , n 3 , n 4 , n 5 , n 6 } with:
; 1 ≤ i ≤ 3 {n 1 , n 2 } ; i = 4 {n 3 } ; i = 5 {n 2 , {n 2 , n 3 }, n 5 } ; i = 6
The atomic vertices are V 1 = {n 1 , n 2 , n 3 } and con(cN 1 ) = {n 1 , n 2 , n 3 , {n 1 , n 2 }, {n 3 } , {n 2 , {n 1 , n 2 }, n 5 }}. We have n 1 , n 2 ∈ con 1 (n 4 ) and {n 1 , n 2 } ∈ con 1 (n 6 ). is an unary arc, denoted by its end n 2 b
• .
In Fig. 1(b) the corecursive graph G 2 = (V 2 , cE 2 , ngb 2 with vertices, i.e. atomic nodes V 2 = {a, b, c, d} and edges cE 2 = {x1, x2, x3, x4} with ngb 2 : x1 →{a, b, c} x2 →{a, b} x3 →{x2, d} x4 →{a} can be flattened to a hypergraph with the attachment function att := ngb 2 + : cE → P(V ) and ngb 2 + : x1 →{a, b, c} x2 →{a, b} x3 →{a, b, d} x4 →{a} A corecursive graph with -only atomic nodes and all edges are atomic arcs yields an undirected multigraph.
-only atomic nodes and all edges are atomic yields a classic hypergraph.
-all nodes being hierarchical and well-founded yields bigraphs Mil06 see Sect. 6.3.
-only atomic nodes and and all edges are layered and node-based yields hierarchical graphs as in DHP02 see Sect. 6.4. -all nodes being layered and well-founded and and all edges are atomic yields hierarchical graphs as in BKK05 see Sect. 6.4.
Node Corecursion
The superpower set is achieved by recursively inserting subsets of the superpower set into itself. In this contribution we present three possibilities:
1. P only allows sets of nodes. 2. P allows atomic nodes as well. 3. P ω layers the nesting of nodes.
Subsequently, we investigate the properties of each construction and in Subsect. 2.4 we discuss the differences.
Node Corecursion Based on P
Definition 1 (Superpower set P). Given a finite set M and P(M ) the power set of M then we define the superpower set P(M )
P(M ) is the smallest set satisfying 1. and 2.
The use of the strict subset ensures that Russell's antinomy cannot occur. Note that this superpower set construction P is well-founded sets with the ordering with respect to the number of parentheses (see Appendix A.3).
Lemma 1 (P is a functor). P : Sets → Sets is defined for sets as in Def. 1 and for functions f : M → N by f : P(M ) → P(N ) with
Example 2 (Functor P). Given sets M = {u, v, w, u , v } and N = {n 1 , n 2 , n 3 , n 4 , n 5 , n 6 } with f : M → N and f : u →n 3 ; v →n 3 ; w →n 1 u →n 5 ; v →n 5 ; then we have f : P(M ) → P(N ) with for example f ({{u, v}, {v, {w, ∅}}}) = {{n 3 }, {n 3 , {n 1 , ∅}}} Lemma 2 (P preserves injections). Given an injective function f : M → N then f : P(M ) → P(N ) is injective.
Proof. By induction
1 over the depth of the superpower sets, so n is the number of nested parentheses:
as f is injective. So, P(M 1 ) = P(M 2 ). IB Let f : P(M ) → P(N ) be injective for all sets with at most n nested parentheses. IS Given M 1 , M 2 ∈ P(M ) with M 1 = M 2 having both n+1 nested parentheses.
Let
∈ M 2 implies for all m ∈ M 2 that x = m. x and m have at most n nested parentheses. f (x) = f (m) for all m ∈ M 2 as f is injective for all sets with at most n nested parentheses.
Lemma 3 (P preserves pullbacks along injective morphisms).
Proof. Given a pullback diagram (P B) and the diagram (1) in Sets with g 1 : C → A injective. Pullbacks and the superpower set functor (see Lemma 2) preserve injections, so π B : A → B, P(π B ) : P(A) → P(B) and π P(B) : P → P(B) are injective.
(1) commutes, since P is a functor.
Let P be the pullback of (P(D),
Moreover, there is the unique h :
for all A ⊆ A so that the diagrams (2) and (3) commute along h:
We defineh : P → P(A) with
and have:
1.h is well-defined sinceh(X, Y ) ∈ P(A). 2. (2) commutes alongh, i.e. π B •h = π P(B) (X, Y ) by induction over the number of nested parentheses n:
for sets with at most n nested parentheses. IS Given (X,Ŷ ) ∈ P with n + 1 nested parentheses.
LetX =B ∪ X withB ⊆ B and
X and Y have at most n nested parentheses.
Now we show P ∼ = P(A):
Based on F -graphs (see Jä15b, Sch99) , that is a family of graph categories induced by a comma category construction using a functor F , we can define the category of corecursive F -graphs.
Example 3 (Corecursive F -Graph). In Fig. 2 the following corecursive F -graphs Fig. 2 . cG-morphism based on P are illustrated and a morphism in between.
with ngb 2 : a → {{n 1 }, {n 2 }} b → {{n 1 , n 2 }, {n 3 }, {{n 3 }}} c → {{{n 3 }}} Note, that we only have the corecursion of nodes, but the nodes that contain others do not have a name themselves. Edges are hyperedges given as a subset of the superpower set, but they only have neighbours that are nodes containing nodes. They cannot have incident vertices.
Definition 2 (Corecursive F -Graph and the category of corecursive graphs). The category of corecursive graphs crFGraph is given by a comma category crFGraph =< Id Sets ↓ P >.
cG-morphisms are given by mappings of the nodes and arcs f = (f cN , f cE ) : G 1 → G 2 with f cN : cN 1 → cN 2 and f cE : cE 1 → cE 2 so that:
2.2 Node corecursion based on P Definition 3 (Superpower set P). Given a finite set M and P(M ) the power set of M then we define the superpower set P(M )
The use of the strict subset ensures that Russell's antinomy cannot occur. Note that this superpower set construction P is well-founded sets with the ordering with respect to the number of parentheses (see Appendix A.3). The difference to P is that elements of the underlying set are elements of the superpowerset as well, so M ⊂ P(M ) but M ⊂ P for an non-empty set M .
Lemma 4 (P is a functor). P : Sets → Sets is defined for finite sets as in Def. 3 and for functions f : M → N by f : P(M ) → P(N ) with
Example 4 (Functor P). Given sets M = {u, v, w, u , v } and N = {n 1 , n 2 , n 3 , n 4 , n 5 , n 6 } with f : M → N and f : u →n 3 ; v →n 3 ; w →n 1 u →n 5 ; v →n 5 ; then we have f : P(M ) → P(N ) with for example f ({u, v, w, {u, v}, {v, {w, ∅}}}) = {n 3 , n 1 , {n 3 }, {n 3 , {n 1 , ∅}}}
Lemma 5 (P preserves injections). Given injective function
f : M → N then f : P(M ) → P(N ) is injective.
Proof. By induction
2 over the depth of the superpower sets, so n is the number of nested parentheses:
be injective for all sets with at most n nested parentheses.
Lemma 6 (P preserves pullbacks along injective morphisms).
Proof. Given a pullback diagram (P B) and the diagram (1) in Sets with g 1 : C → A injective.
Pullbacks and the super powerset functor (see Lemma 5) preserve injections, so π B : A → B, P(π B ) : P(A) → P(B) and π P(B) : P → P(B) are injective.
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by induction over the number of nested parentheses n:
for sets with at most n nested parentheses.
IS Given (X,Ŷ ) ∈ P with n + 1 nested parentheses. LetX =B ∪ X withB ⊆ B and
Example 5 (Corecursive F -Graph). In Fig. 3 the following corecursive F -graphs are illustrated and a morphism in between. G 3 = (ngb 3 : E 3 → P(N 3 )) with ngb 3 : x → {{u}, {v}} y → {u, w} z → {u, w}
we only have the corecursion of nodes, but the nodes that contain others do not have a name themselves. Edges are hyperedges given as a subset of the superpower set, but they may have incident vertices as well as nodes containing nodes.
Definition 4 (Corecursive F -Graph and the category of corecursive graphs). The category of corecursive graphs crFGraph is given by a comma category crFGraph =< Id Sets ↓ P >. 
Note that this superpower set construction P ω is well-founded sets with the ordering with respect to the number of parentheses (see Appendix A.3). it differes from the other notions, as in each subset there are only subsets that the the same depth in terms of nesting. So, for some non-empty set M with m ∈ M , we have {m, M } / ∈ P ω (M ) but {m, M } ∈ P(M ) and {m, M } ∈ P(M ).
Lemma 7 (P ω is a functor). P ω : Sets → Sets is defined for sets as in Def. 5 and for functions f : M → N by f :
Example 6 (Functor P ω ). Given sets M = {u, v, w, u , v } and N = {n 1 , n 2 , n 3 , n 4 , n 5 , n 6 } with f : M → N and f : u →n 3 ; v →n 3 ; w →n 1 u →n 5 ; v →n 5 ; then we have f : P ω (M ) → P ω (N ) with for example f ({{u, v}, {∅, {w, ∅}}}) = {{n 3 }, {∅, {n 1 , ∅}}}
Proof. By induction 3 over the depth of the superpower sets, so n is the number of nested parentheses:
Lemma 9 (P ω preserves pullbacks along injective morphisms).
Proof. Given a pullback diagram (P B) and the diagram (1) in Sets with g 1 : C → A injective. Pullbacks and the superpower set functor (see Lemma 8) preserve injections, so
(1) commutes, since P ω is a functor.
Let P be the pullback of (P
, f π C (A )) for all A ⊆ A so that the diagrams (2) and (3) commute along h:
We defineh : P → P ω (A) with
; else and have:
1.h is well-defined sinceh(X, Y ) ∈ P ω (A). 2. (2) commutes alongh, i.e. π B •h = π P ω (B) (X, Y ) by induction over the number of nested parentheses n: IA (n = 0, i.e. atomic nodes): Given (b, c) ∈ P with b ∈ B and c ∈ C.
Now we show P ∼ = P ω (A):
Based on F -graphs (see Jä15b, Sch99) , that is a family of graph categories induced by a comma category construction using a functor F , we can define the category of corecursive F -graphs. Example 7 (Corecursive F -Graph based on P ω ). In Fig. 4 the following corecursive F -graphs are illustrated and a morphism in between. G 5 = (ngb 5 : E 5 → P ω (N 5 )) with ngb 5 : x → {{{u}}, {{v}}} y → {{u}, {w}} z → {{u}, {w}} G 6 = (ngb 6 : E 6 → P ω (N 6 )) with ngb 6 : a → {{n 1 }, {n 2 }} b → {{n 1 , n 2 }, {n 3 }, n 3 } c → {{n 3 }} Note, that we only have the corecursion of nodes, but the nodes that contain others do not have a name themselves. Edges are hyperedges given as a subset of the superpower set, but they cannot have incident vertices.
Definition 6 (Corecursive F -Graph and the category of corecursive graphs). The category of corecursive graphs crFGraph is given by a comma category crFGraph =< Id Sets ↓ P ω >.
2.4 Differences between P, P and P ω
We have for any set S that P(M ) ⊆ P(M ) and P ω (M ) ⊆ P(M ). The graphs in examples ex. 3, ex. 5 and ex. 7 and the superpower set functors are listed in the table below stating which graph can be constructed using which functor.
yes yes yes G2 yes yes no see 1 G3 no see 2 yes yes G4 no see 3 yes no see 4 G5 no see 2 yes yes G6 no see 5 yes yes 1. because {{n 1 }, {{n 2 }}} / ∈ P ω ({n 1 , n 2 , n 3 }) 2. because u, w / ∈ P({u, v, w}) 3. because {n 1 , {n 2 }} / ∈ P({n 1 , n 2 , n 3 }) 4. because {n 1 , {n 2 }} / ∈ P ω ({n 1 , n 2 , n 3 }) 5. because n 1 / ∈ P({n 1 , n 2 , n 3 }) 
Lemma 10 (Pullbacks along injections in Sets F ). Given a functor F : Sets → Sets that preserves pullbacks along an injective morphism, then Sets F has pullbacks along an injective F-homomorphism.
Then we have (PB1) in Sets below. This results in (P B2) since F preserves pullbacks along an injective morphism. α A is the unique induced morphism for
(A, α A ) is pullback in Sets F because we have the diagrams below in Sets :
The comparison object (X, α X ) with f • g = g • f in Sets F leads in Sets to the induced morphisms h : X → A and F (h) : F (X) → F (A) commuting the corresponding triangles. As F (A) is pullback in Sets, we have
Hence, h is the induced morphism in Sets F as well.
Corollary 1 (Pullbacks along injections in Sets F ). Given a functor F : Sets → Sets that preserves pullbacks along an injective morphism, then Sets F has pullbacks along an injective F-homomorphism.
Concerning the Vertical Weak VK Square
Definition 7 (Class of monomorphisms M). Let M be a class of monomorphisms in Sets that is PO-PB-compatible, that is:
1. Pushouts along M -morphisms exist and M is stable under pushouts. 2. Pullbacks along M -morphisms exist and M is stable under pullbacks. 3. M contains all identities and is closed under composition.
According to Prop. 4.7 in Rut00 if f : M → N is injective in Sets then f is an F -monomorphism in Sets F . Obviously the class of all injective functions
Theorem 1 ((Sets F , M F ) is an M-Adhesive Category). If F preserves pullbacks along injective morphisms, then (Sets F , M F ) is an M-adhesive category.
Proof. (Sets F , M F ) is an M-adhesive category:
1. Pushouts in Sets F along m ∈ M F exist, since Sets F is finitely cocomplete (Thm 4.2 Rut00) for arbitrary F : Sets → Sets. 2. and they are vertical weak VK squares, i.e. for all commutative cubes (2) where all vertical morphisms a, b, c, d are in M with the given pushout (1) in the bottom and the back squares being pullbacks.
Then following holds :
The top square is a pushout if and only if the front squares are pullbacks.
Since (finite) colimits and pullbacks along M-morphisms are constructed on the underlying set, square (1) and the VK-cube are given for the underlying sets in Sets as well.
Sets as pushout are constructed on the underlying sets. As Sets together with the class of injective morphisms is an adhesive category (see Thm 4.6 in EEPT06), we have the front squares are pullbacks in Sets.
As the vertical morphisms are injective the front squares are pullbacks in Sets F provided that F preserves pullbacks along injections.
⇐ Let the front squares be pullbacks in Sets F , then the squares of the underlying sets are pullbacks in Sets. So the top square in pushout in Sets and hence in Sets F .
The following corollary allows M transformation systems for various dynamic systems based on F -coalgebras of functors the preserve pullbacks along injective morphisms.
Corollary 2 (M transformation systems for F -coalgebras). We obtain -M-transformation systems for finitely branching non-deterministic transition systems Sets P fin , where (Q, α Q : Q → P f in (Q) as finite power set functor P f in preserves pullbacks along injective morphisms. -M-transformation systems for infinite binary trees Sets A× × over an alphabet A with since the product functor preserves limits. -M-transformation systems for labelled transition systems over a signature Σ with Sets P(Σ× ) , since the composition preserves pullback-preservation.
Example 8 (Transformation of a finitely branching non-deterministic transition system). Given the transition system (K, α K ) with K = N and α K (n) = {2n + 1, 2n + 2} that is a full infinite binary tree. The rule is L ← K → R and te morphisms are all set inclusions. The application of the rule to Q leads to the transformation step given in as illustrated in Fig. 5 . Although Kah14 has already approached the coalgebraic representation of DPO-transformations this approach is far more general as its considers arbitrary coalgebras based on functors preserving pullbacks.
Endofunctors and Pullbacks
A functor F : C → D is called (weak) pullback preserving if it maps (weak) pullback squares to (weak) pullback squares: that is, if F applied a (weak) pullback square in the category C forms a (weak) pullback square in D. (Def. 4.2.1(ii) Jac16). This obviously implies that F preserves pullbacks weakly, i.e. it maps pullback squares to (weak) pullback squares (Rut00, Ada05). Many coalegebraic results require that F preserves pullbacks weakly This comprises the powerset functors, and arbitrary product, coproduct, power or composite of functors weakly preserving pullbacks (Ada05). Jac16 states that a weak pullback preserving functor preserves (ordinary) pullbacks of monos (exercise 4.2.5 in Jac16). So, we have -F is (weak) pullback preserving =⇒ F preserves pullbacks weakly.
-F is (weak) pullback preserving =⇒ F preserves pullback along monomorphims.
Seemingly, all three notions hold for the power-set functors, and arbitrary product, coproduct, power or composite of functors. But it remains an open question if these notions are equivalent at least in Sets or in arbitrary categories.
Edge Corecursion
In this section we investigate the corecursion of edges, that is neighbours of edges can again be edges, as in Fig. 1(a) . In Rut00 it is shown that graphs with undirected edges can be considered as many sorted coalgebras using the functor
where 1 is the final object and ! the corresponding final morphism. In Jä15b the notion of F -graphs based on comma-categories is investigated and in Jä15a extended to coalgebras. The functors investigated in Jä15a are the product, the coproduct and several powerset functors. This can be extended to various types of corecursive edges.
Definition 8 (Corecursive hyperedges)
. Given a set of vertices V and a set of edge names cE and a function yielding the neighbours ngb : cE → P(V cE). Then the category of coalgebras Coalg F1 over F 1 : Sets × Sets → Sets × Sets with F 1 (V, cE) = (1, P(V cE) yields the category of graphs with corecursive hyperedges. The class M is given by the class of pairs of injective morphisms < f V , f cE >. F1 , M) is an M-adhesive category).
Lemma 11 ((Coalg
Proof. F preserves pullbacks along monomorphisms, as the first component is a pullback of the final object in Sets and the powerset functor preserves pullback of monos (see Lemma 12) and the coproduct functor as well (see Lemma 13).
Corollary 3 (Corecursive undirected edges). Given a set of vertices V and a set of edge names cE and a function yielding the neighbours ngb : cE → P
(1,2) (V cE). Then the category of coalgebras Coalg F2 over F 2 : Sets×Sets → Sets × Sets with F 2 (V, cE) = (1, P
(1,2) (V cE) yields the category of graphs with corecursive undirected edges.
The class M is given by the class of pairs of injective morphisms < f V , f cE > and (Coalg F2 , M) is an M-adhesive category.
Corollary 4 (Corecursive directed edges). Given a set of vertices V and a set of edge names cE and a function yielding the neighbours ngb : cE → (V cE) × (V cE). Then the category of coalgebras Coalg F3 over F 3 : Sets × Sets → Sets × Sets with F 3 (V, cE) = (1, (V cE) × (V cE) yields the category of graphs with corecursive directed edges. The class M is given by the class of pairs of injective morphisms < f V , f cE > and (Coalg F3 , M) is an M-adhesive category.
And again, these edge concepts can be mixed as well see Jä15b.
Corecursive Graphs
To obtain corecursive graph as given in Sect. 1 we construct graphs as cG = (cN, cE, con : cN → P(V ), ngb : cE → P(P (cN ) cE) ). These graphs can be considered to be an coalgebra over F : Sets × Sets → Sets × Sets with F(cN, cE) = (P(cN ), P(P (cN ) cE) ). According to Lemma 14 in Appendix A.2 the functor F preserves pullbacks along monomorphisms.
Definition 9 (Properties of corecursive nodes).
1. Nodes are unique if c is injective. 2. Vertices are the atomic nodes that refer to themselves: V = {n | c(n) = n} 3. Nodes are containers if c(n) ∈ P(cN ) − cN 4. The set of nodes is well-founded if and only if -
The set of nodes is hierarchical if and only if con(n) ∩ con(n ) = ∅ implies n = n .
Definition 10 (Properties of corecursive edges).
1. The set of atomic hyperedges E := {e ∈ cE | ngb(e) ∈ P(cN )}.
Edges are node-based if the function ngb
3. Edges are atomic if they are node-based and if the function ngb + (E) ⊆ V only yields vertices.
Analogously the properties for (un-)directed edges. Depending on the choice of the underlying functors and af the specific restriction we obtain different types of graph. Below we give a short characterisation of edges and nodes. definition functors categorical construction trafos remarks ngb : E → P(N ) P comma category see Fig. 2 and row 1 in table 2 ngb : E → P(N ) P comma category see Fig. 3 and row 2 in table 2 ngb : E → P ω (N ) P ω comma category see Fig. 4 con : cN → P(cN ) ngb : E → P(cN ) P, P comma category, coalgebra, product category and row 3 in table 2
comma category, coalgebra, product category and row 4 in table 2
con : cN → P(cN ) s, t : E → cN P comma category, coalgebra, product category and row 5 in table 2
comma category, coalgebra, product category and row 6 in table 2
comma category, coalgebra, product category hierarchical graphs F determines edge type, see Sect. 6.4 con = ! ngb : E → P(cN cE) P, coalgebra, coproduct category see Fig. 1 (b)
comma category, coalgebra, product category hierarchical graphs, see Sect. 6.4
con : cN → P(cN ) ngb : E → P(cN E) P, P, comma category, coalgebra, coproduct category see Fig. 1 (a) and row 7 in table 2
c : cN → P(cN ) s, t : cE → P(cN cE) P, P, comma category, coalgebra, product category bigraphs see Sect. 6.3 Table 1 . Involved functors no definition nodes edges 1 ngb : E → P(N ) containers do not have a name every node is a container hyperedges without order 2 ngb : E → P(N ) containers do not have a name atomic nodes may exist hyperedges without order
containers have a name atomic nodes may exist hyperedges without order
containers have a name atomic nodes may exist undirected edges
containers have a name atomic nodes may exist directed edges
containers have a name atomic nodes may exist directed hyperedges with an order (as in EEPT06)
containers have a name atomic nodes may exist corecursive edges Table 2 . Nodes and edges 6 Related Work
Recursive Sets
A set M of integers is said to be recursive (see e.g. Rog87) if there is a total recursive function f (x) such that f (x) = 1 for x ∈ M and f(x) = 0 for x / ∈ M . Any recursive set is also recursively enumerable. Finite sets, sets with finite complements, the odd numbers, and the prime numbers are all examples of recursive sets. The union and intersection of two recursive sets are themselves recursive, as is the complement of a recursive set.
Recursive Graphs
Bea76 is concerned with recursive function theory that are analogous to certain problems in chromatic graph theory and introduces the following definition of recursive graphs according to Rem86 . A recursive graph G = (V, E) is recursive, if V , the set of vertices is a recursive subset of the natural numbers N and E, the set of edges is a recursive subset of N (2) , the set of unordered pairs from N. These recursive graphs have an infinite amount of nodes that need to be computed by a recursive function. In contrast the recursive graph we introduce here have a finite number of nodes, but a recursive structure.
Bigraphs as a Corecursive Graphs
Bigraphs Mil06 originate in process calculi for concurrent systems and provide a graphical model of computation. Nodes in bigraphs are possibly nested places representing computational objects and hyperedges representing connections in between. A bigraph is composed of two graphs: a place graph and a link graph. So, they emphasize interplay between physical locality and virtual connectivity. Bigraphs may be composed and have a bisimulation that is a congruence wrt. composition. Categorically, bigraphs are given as morphisms in a symmetric partial monoidal category where the objects are interfaces. The composition of bigraphs is defined by the composition of morphisms. Reaction rules allow the reconfiguration of bigraphs. A bigraphical reactive system consists of a set of bigraphs and a set of reaction rules, which can be used to reconfigure the set of bigraphs.
Nevertheless, often only their graphical representation is used DD05, WW12, Wor13, BCRS16. Here we present a version that abstracts from the categorical foundations and give bigraphs as a special cases of corecursive graphs. Hence we have a rules and a transformation system as well.
According to wikipedia wik16 bigraph is a 5-tuple: (V, E, ctrl, prnt, link) : k, X → m, Y , where V is a set of nodes, E is a set of edges, ctrl is the control map that assigns controls to nodes,prnt is the parent map that defines the nesting of nodes, and link is the link map that defines the link structure. The notation k, X → m, Y indicates that the bigraph has k holes (sites) and a set of inner names X and m regions, with a set of outer names Y . These are respectively known as the inner and outer interfaces of the bigraph.
Below we investigate the relation of bigraphs to corecursive graphs within a small example: In Fig. 6(a) we have an introductory example from Mil06 that we represent as a corecursive graph in Fig. 6(b) . The corecursive graph has The nodes cN = {0, 1, v 0 , v 1 , v 2 , v 3 , 0, 1, 2} and the contains function con : cN → P(cN ), yield the place graph. The directed nested hyperedges cE = {e 1 , e 2 , e 3 , e 4 , e 5 } with s, t : cE → P(cN cE), yield the link graph. We have:
Hierarchical Graphs
Many possibilities to define hierarchical graphs have already been investigated, e.g. EHR94, BH01, BCM10, Bus02, BKK05. Here we sketch how two of them could be considered as corecursive graphs, namely DHP02 and BKK05.
Hierarchical Hypergraphs as inDHP02
Hypergraphs H = (V, E, att, lab) in DHP02 consist of two finite sets V and E of nodes (or vertices) and hyperedges. These are equipped with an order, so the attachment function is defined by att : E → V * . The hierarchy is given in layers, so that edges are within one layer. Hierarchical graphs < G, F, cts : F → H >∈ H are given with special edges F that contain possibly hierarchical subgraphs. Fig. 6 depicts a hierarchical graph that can be considered to be a corecursive graph with con = ! and ngb : E → cN * × P ω (cN ) so that edges are node-based. we have: ngb : a →< xyz, ∅ > b →< nm, ∅ > c →< v2v4, ∅ > e 1 →< v1v2v3, {x, y, z} > e 2 →< v4, {n, m} > Hierarchical Hypergraphs as in BKK05 In this approach graphs are grouped into packages via a coupling graph. A hierarchical graph is a system H = (G, D, B) , where G is a graph some graph type, P is a rooted directed acyclic graph, and B is a bipartite coupling graph whose partition contains the nodes of N G and of N P . All edges are oriented from the first N G to the second set of nodes N P and every node in N G is connected to at least one node in N P . For this approach we can consider corecursive graphs with con : cN → P(cN ) Fig. 7 . Example of hierachical graphs BKK05 that are well-founded. The packages are the nodes that are not atomic. The edge function is given by ngb : E → F (N ) where F determines the type of the underlying graphs. Additionally a completeness condition has to hold: ∀n ∈ cN : con(n) = n ⇒ ∃p ∈ cN : n ∈ con(p) We have: cN = {n, m, x, y, z, p1, p2, p3}
P(B)
We defineh :
We show P ∼ = P(A):
Corollary 5 (P (i,j) , P f in : Sets → Sets preserve pullbacks along injective functions).
A.2 Miscellaneous
The coproduct in Sets is the disjoint union and can be considered a functor from the functor category [I, Sets] to Sets where I a small, discrete category.
Lemma 13 ( : I → Sets preserves pullbacks).
Proof. Given pullbacks (PB) in Sets for the index category I and diagram (1).
(2) (3)
(1) commutes since is a functor. For each X with g i •f i = f i •ĝ i there is the unique h : X → (A i ) with h(x) = (c i , b i ) withĝ i (x) = b i andf i (x) = c i , so that (2) and (3) commute.
Lemma 14 (F preserves pullbacks along monos). Let the corecursive graph functor F : Sets × Sets → Sets × Sets be given with F(V, E) = (P(V ), P(P(V ) E)). F preserves pullbacks along monomorphisms.
Proof. Given pullback (P B1) and (P B2) in Sets with the momomorphisms f V and f E and diagram (1).
B E f E C E g E G G D E leading to the following pullbacks, due to Lemma 5
and due to Lemma 5, Lemma 13 and Lemma 12.
P(P(A V ) A E )) P(P(π B V ) π B E )) G G P(P(π C V ) π C E )) (P B4) P(P(B V ) B E )) P(P(f V ) f E )) P(P(C V ) C E ))
Then we have:
F(B V , B E )
(1) commutes since F is a functor. For each X with F(g V , g E ) •f = F(f V , f E ) •ĝ there is the induced pullback morphism h : X → F(A V , A E ) with (h 1 , h 2 ), so that (2) and (3) commute. h 1 : X → P(A V ) is the induced pullback morphism of (P B3) for the projection of the first component and h 2 : X → P(P(A V ) A E )) is the induced pullback morphism of (P B4) for the projection of the first component.
A.3 Noetherian Induction
A set S together with a binary relation R over S is well-founded if and only if every non-empty subset S ⊆ S has a minimal element; that is, ∀S ⊆ S (S = ∅ ⇒ ∃x ∈ S ∀s ∈ S (s, x) / ∈ R)
Examples of relations that are not well-founded include the negative integers Z − with the usual order, since any unbounded subset has no least element. The powerset of a set together with the inclusion of sets is a well-founded set if and only if the set is finite. Note, that the superpower sets are well-founded even for infinite sets, since we employ a different order.
Well-founded sets allow Noetherian induction: Given a property P for an order relation R of a wellfounded set S, then we have: -P (x) holds for all minimal elements of S. -x ∈ S and P (x) holds for all yRx then P (x) holds.
Then P (x) holds for all x ∈ S.
Lemma 15 (P(S) is well-founded). Let R ⊆ P(S) × P(S) be given by A R B iff np(A) ≤ np(B) with np : P(S) → N -s ∈ S ⇒ np(s) = 0 -np(∅) = 1 -(X i ) i∈I ∈ S ⇒ np({X i |i ∈ I}) = max{np(X i )|i ∈ I} + 1 with I ⊆ N Proof. Due to the inductive definition of P.
Lemma 16 (P(S) is well-founded). Let R ⊆ P(S)×P(S) be given by A R B iff np(A) ≤ np(B) with np : P(S) → N -np(∅) = 1 -(X i ) i∈I ∈ S ⇒ np({X i |i ∈ I}) = max{np(X i )|i ∈ I} + 1 with I ⊆ N Proof. Due to the inductive definition of P.
Lemma 17 (P ω (S) is wellfounded). Let R ⊆ P ω (S) × P ω (S) be given by A R B iff np(A) ≤ np(B) with np : P ω (S) → N -s ∈ S ⇒ np(s) = 0 -np(∅) = 1 -(X i ) i∈I ∈ S ⇒ np({X i |i ∈ I}) = max{np(X i )|i ∈ I} + 1 with I ⊆ N Proof. Due to the inductive definition of P ω .
